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OunceIT, LLC Support Specialist: Fall, 2017 
 
About Us: 
 
OunceIT recognizes that people struggle with technology and change. In everything we do 
we seek to eliminate the frustrations people experience with technology tools so that they 
may delight in those experiences. 
 
OunceIT employees put people and relationships before tech tools — we’re people people. 
Our clients include small to medium size businesses, schools, and also home clients who 
recognize the value in our versatile team approach: While each of our staff have specialized 
skills and training, each team member is also a generalist, able to meet the needs of any 
client at any time. 
 
We believe that I.T. takes a team.® 
 
We are currently growing our support team to meet the needs of our growing client base. 
 
About You: 
 
You, like the rest of our team, put relationships with people ahead of your interest in 
technology tools. 
 
That said, your work excites you, and if you didn’t enjoy your job you would probably move 
on to a new one. That doesn’t mean you give up easily, though.  
 
You attempt to address problems independently, but you realize that the rest of your team 
may have more efficient solutions so you lean on them when appropriate and share your own 
strategies with them regularly. That collaboration is mutual and essential, and you are not 
afraid to defer to your colleagues. 
 
You are passionate about learning and you love encountering new, sometimes unlikely, 
problems. You persevere through each of these novel events with patience and a smile. 
 
You enjoy teaching people how to use their technology tools more effectively, and you get a 
rush when a client or teammate teaches YOU something new. 
 
Your occupation is only a part of who you are. You would rather talk about hiking the 
Appalachian Trail, the race you are training for, your passion for music or theater or 
archeology or aviation, or the engrossing book you are reading. 
 
You know what an IP address is and how to find it on a Mac and a PC. 
 
You have experience in tech support. Experience in an academic setting is a plus. 
 
You may have experience as a network technician or server admin in which case your role on 
the team may have a greater focus on projects. 
 
You may have very little relevant experience, in which case we will provide plenty of on-the-
job training and send you to classes or workshops, as needed. 
 
You may have some certifications, and we want to know about that too, but your experience 
is much more valuable. Please tell us about both. 
 
About the Position: 
 
You will be supporting people and technology in schools, non-profits, start-ups, traditional 
businesses, and homes who themselves rely on Macs, Windows, handhelds, networks, 
cloud services and servers. 
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Many of our clients, as well as ourselves, rely on Google Apps or Office365, Dropbox or 
Box.com, or on-premises servers, and we use and support them all. If you do not have 
experience with a tool we need to support, we can teach you. 
 
Some days you may work in the IT department at a school outside of Boston while students 
and teachers bring their questions to you. Other days you may visit a Boston start-up to 
perform system maintenance, and then meet another OunceIT team member at a non-profit 
outside of Boston to address an emergent issue with their network. You may also be the first 
responder for phone calls, emails, and other routine and emergent calls working from 
OunceIT’s office in Wellesley. 
 
Compensation for the position is commensurate with your skills and experience; benefits 
include generous paid time off, excellent health insurance, retirement matching, and other 
perks. 
 
Access to a car is a necessity. 
 
If this sounds like your dream job, tell us why we should hire you and a little about your own 
experience and skills. Please send an inspired and well edited cover letter along with an 
honest yet flattering résumé (or alternative form of compelling application) to 
jobs@ounceit.com. Résumés submitted through other channels or without a cover letter may 
not be considered. Sorry, we cannot pay for relocation costs. 
 
We are looking forward to meeting you and chatting about what you do outside of work, as 
well as what’s on your résumé — the two are equally important! 


